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SSR/REC/001
PCM recorder (CompactFlash)

Key Features
• PCM recorder that stores and logs incoming 

PCM frames in PCAP files in a FAT32 File 
system onto removable CompactFlash® (CF) 
cards

• 20Mbps logging

• Remote erase, Record and wraparound 
control via SNMP

• PCM codes supported (NRZ-L, DATA and 
DCLK)

• Operating range of -40C to 85C

Applications 
• Airborne data recording

Overview
The SSR/REC/001 is a stand-alone PCM recorder with the ability to read
stored data over TFTP. Incoming PCM frames are encapsulated as
iNET-X packets and then written to PCAP files that are recorded on a CF
card with a FAT32 file system. These packets are bit-aligned, meaning
that bits are stored as they arrive, without any parsing or aligning on the
sync word. All packets constructed inside the recorder are stored to the
recording media; no packets are discarded. The IP packets are recorded
in PCAP files which can be downloaded via TFTP from the SSR/REC/001.

The SSR/REC/001 can be configured via an Ethernet connection using
SNMP. The recorded files are formatted according to the PCAP file format
so that they are viewable with network analysis tools such as Wireshark.
Recorded data can be read from the CF card via TFTP.

Figure 1: CF PCM recorder with TFTP and SNMP support 
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Specifications
All values provided in the following specification tables are valid within the operating temperature range specified under
“Environmental ratings” in the “General specifications” table.

TABLE 1 General specifications

PARAMETER MIN. TYP. MAX. UNITS CONDITION/DETAILS

User slots – – – –

Dimensions Design metric is millimeters.

height – 38.1 – mm

height – 1.5 – in.

length – 69.85 – mm Measurement of main body, not including the front door and 
back panel connectors.

length – 2.75 – in.

width – 116.3 – mm Measurement of main body, not including flanges.

width – 4.57 – in.

Power consumption

total power – 4.5 – W 160mA @ 28V

Mass Design metric is kilograms.

– 0.5 – kg CF card not included.

– 1.1 – lb

Environmental ratings See Environmental Qualification Handbook for Network Switch and Recorder 
Products.

operating temperature -40 – 85 °C Chassis base/side plate temperature.

storage temperature -55 – 125 °C

Logging speed

– – 20 Mbps

Mounting screws – 4 – – M4 size.

Finish Electroless nickel-plated.

base, side and end plates – – – – Painted black GRIGIO SCURO OPACO C604.
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Figure 2: SSR/REC/001 mechanical drawing
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TABLE 2 Power

PARAMETER MIN. TYP. MAX. UNITS CONDITION/DETAILS

Input range 18 28 40 V

Reverse polarity protection -40 – – V

Glitch immunity – 200 – μs If a glitch exceeds the limit, the SSR/REC/001 has a 
capacitance bank that provides a minimum of 180ms (input 
power at 18V) of power for the recorder to complete its 
ongoing operation, thus ensuring data integrity.

Physical

connector – – – – Bayonet connector.

placement – – – – Not removable.

TABLE 3 Ethernet interface

PARAMETER MIN. TYP. MAX. UNITS CONDITION/DETAILS

Inputs/outputs – – 1 – IEEE 802.3 compatible (full-duplex only); 
100BaseTX/10BaseT. 10BaseT works only if you connect the 
recorder to a full-duplex 10BaseT only device.

Physical

connector – – – – Micro-miniature, circular connector.

placement – – – – Not removable.

TABLE 4 RS-422 inputs 

PARAMETER MIN. TYP. MAX. UNITS CONDITION/DETAILS

Inputs – – 2 –

Signaling rate NRZ-L only. DATA and DCLK required.

DATA 0.0003 – 20 Mbps

DCLK 0.0003 – 20 MHz

Input voltage

operating range -25 – 25 V Do not exceed operating range.

logic 0 – – -0.2 V (50mV hysteresis) VIN+ - VIN-.

logic 1 0.2 – – V (50mV hysteresis) VIN+ - VIN-.

common mode voltage 20 – 25 V

overvoltage protection 27 – 27 V Voltages outside of this range can damage input.

ESD protection – 16 – kV Human Body Model.

Input resistance

 between inputs – 26 – kΩ Module powered on.
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TABLE 5 BTTL outputs

PARAMETER MIN. TYP. MAX. UNITS CONDITION/DETAILS

Outputs – – 6 –

Output voltage

logic 0 – – 0.44 V Sinking 0.1mA.

logic 1 3.76 – – V Sourcing 0.1mA.

short circuit current – – 50 mA

short circuit duration ∞ – – s To GND.

Output resistance – 120 – Ω 100Ω in series with standard TTL.
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Getting the most from the SSR/REC/001
Recording with the SSR/REC/001
You can configure the SSR/REC/001 to record using SNMP. When the recCommand variable is set to 1, the SSR/REC/001
begins recording PCM data immediately after power-on, without waiting for a sync word. If there is no PCM data present on the
inputs, the SSR/REC/001 does not record anything, regardless of the value set for the recCommand variable. For details of
variables which can be used with the SSR/REC/001, see “SNMP variables” on page 60.

The SSR/REC/001 stops recording when the recCommand variable is set to 2, or when the CF card is full (and the wrapAround
variable is set to 0). However when the wrapAround variable is set to 1, the oldest file is deleted and recording continues. For
information on using SNMP commands (and other settings such as IP address, PCAP Ethernet Cyclical Redundancy Checking
and multicast group settings), see TEC/NOT/058 - Overview of SNMP and using third party SNMP tools. 

Formatting a CF card with the SSR/REC/001
You can format a CF card using the erase variable. Before formatting a CF card, consider the following:

• The SSR/REC/001 must not be recording.

• You must wait until formatting is complete before recording.
To identify whether formatting is complete, check that the erase variable is set to False.

• Do not format a CF card using Windows®.
Formatting a CF card with the SSR/REC/001 can only be performed using an SNMP command (erase variable). Alternatively, 
you can format a CF card using another Curtiss-Wright recorder such as an SSR/CHS/00x.

• For details on how to extract data, see Extracting PCAP files using TFTP in the SSR/REC/001 User Guide.

TFTP operations
TFTP can be used to perform the following operations:

• Read the volume name of the CF card.

• Read the files present on the CF card regardless of the value set for the recCommand variable.

• Copy files from the CF card when the SSR/REC/001 is not configured to record (recCommand variable set to 2).

NOTE:  Using TFTP commands does not stop the SSR/REC/001 from recording.

File format
As soon as the SSR/REC/001 is powered on, PCM frames presented at the PCM port are stored in a FAT32 volume using the
Wireshark PCAP file format (on condition the CF card is not full and the recCommand variable is set to1).

When the contents of the CF card are viewed in Windows Explorer (see the following figure), examples of PCAP files stored on
the CF card are displayed.
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Figure 3: CF card viewed in Windows Explorer

IP packets and how they are stored
PCAP files store packets contiguously (as illustrated in the following diagram). When storing packets in the Wireshark PCAP file
format, an additional 16-byte overhead is imposed to record each packet; the total overhead to store a single packet is 74 bytes.
This includes the PCAP packet (16 bytes), generic application header (16 bytes), UDP transport header (8 bytes), IP internet
header (20 bytes), and a 14-byte MAC link layer header (excluding the MAC frame checking sequence). For more information,
see TEC/NOT/051 - Ethernet frames, Wireshark and FAT32. 

Figure 4: IP packet files
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SNMP variables
The SSR/REC/001 can be configured using SNMP, via its Ethernet port. SNMP commands available are listed in the table
below.

NOTE:  The wrapAround and recCommand variables are persistent, that is, they retain their values after a power cycle.

For information on the format and structure of variables to be transmitted to the SSR/REC/001, see TEC/NOT/058 - Overview of SNMP
and using third party SNMP tools.

TTL outputs on the I/O interface
The following table describes the different states of the TTL outputs.

VARIABLE TYPE VALUES DEFAULT DESCRIPTION

erase TruthValue True (1)
False (2)

False Formats the recording media.

recCommand Integer 0: No command
1: Start recording
2: Stop recording

0 Controls the start and stop recording operation.

wrapAround Integer 0: Normal
1: Wraparound

0 Controls the wraparound write feature of the CF card.

CF_ERROR PCM_PRESENT REC_ACTIVE

CompactFlash card is not inserted Logic 1 Logic 0 Logic 0

CompactFlash card is inserted Logic 0 Logic 0 Logic 0

While formatting the CompactFlash card Logic 1 Logic 0 Logic 0

After formatting the CompactFlash card Logic 0 Logic 0 Logic 0

SNMP to dismount the CompactFlash card Logic 0 Logic 0 Logic 0

SNMP to mount the CompactFlash card Logic 0 Logic 0 Logic 0

PCM data Logic 0 Logic 1 Logic 0

SNMP to start recording Logic 0 Logic 1 Logic 1
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Connector pinouts for the SSR/REC/001

Connector pinout for the power interface (CON/065/M
1

)

Connector pinout for the Ethernet interface (CON/168/10M2)

PIN NAME SEE SPECIFICATIONS TABLE COMMENT
1 POWER+ Power

2 POWER- Power

3 CHASSIS Chassis

4 GND Internal ground

5 DNC Do not connect

6 DNC Do not connect

1. Connect the supplied CON/PSU/007 mating connector to this interface.

PIN NAME SEE SPECIFICATIONS TABLE COMMENT
1 TX+ Ethernet interface

2 TX- Ethernet interface

3 RX+ Ethernet interface

4 DNC Do not connect

5 DNC Do not connect

6 RX- Ethernet interface

7 DNC Do not connect

8 DNC Do not connect

9 DNC Do not connect

10 DNC Do not connect

2. Connect the supplied NET/CON/017 cable to this interface. For details of the mating connector that connects to this interface, 
see the Related Products table in the Network cables data sheet. (The mating connector is used for custom cable assembly.)
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4567
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Power Ethernet

123
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13141516

9101112 8

I/O
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Connector pinout for the I/O interface (CON/168/19M3)

3. For details of the mating connector that connects to this interface, see the Related Products table in the Network cables data 
sheet. (The mating connector is used for custom cable assembly.)

PIN NAME SEE SPECIFICATIONS TABLE COMMENT
1 GND Internal ground

2 GND Internal ground

3 GND Internal ground

4 CF_Error BTTL outputs CompactFlash card error occurred

1 = CompactFlash card error occurred

0 = No CompactFlash card error

5 PCM_PRESENT BTTL outputs PCM stream detected

1 = PCM stream detected

0 = No PCM stream detected

6 REC_ACTIVE BTTL outputs Recording active

1 = Recording in progress

0 = No recording in progress

7 DNC Do not connect

8 DNC Do not connect

9 DNC Do not connect

10 DNC Do not connect

11 DATA+ RS-422 inputs

12 DATA- RS-422 inputs

13 DCLK+ RS-422 inputs

14 DCLK- RS-422 inputs

15 DNC Do not connect

16 DNC Do not connect

17 DNC Do not connect

18 GND Internal ground

19 CHASSIS Chassis
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Ordering information 

By default, one NET/CON/017 cable is included with each order, while a CON/PSU/007 and a CON/MMO/001/F19A mating
connector are included with each recorder in the order. Their part numbers will be added to the Confirmation of Order unless an
alternative option is specified (see the Network cables and Cables data sheets). Additional items must be ordered separately; refer to
Related products for options.

Revision history 

Supporting software 

Related products 

Related documentation

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

SSR/REC/001 PCM recorder (CompactFlash)

REVISION DIFFERENCES STATUS

SSR/REC/001 First release Recommended for new programs

SOFTWARE DETAILS

DAS Studio 3 User interface for setup and management of data acquisition, network switches, recorders and
ground stations in an integrated environment

PRODUCT DETAILS

CompactFlash cards CompactFlash cards for use with Curtiss-Wright products

DOCUMENT DETAILS

DOC/HBK/005 Environmental Qualification Handbook for Network Switch and Recorder Products

DOC/MAN/030 DAS Studio 3 User Manual

DOC/USG/011 SSR/REC/001 User Guide

TEC/NOT/051 Ethernet frames, Wireshark® and FAT32

TEC/NOT/058 Overview of SNMP and using third party SNMP tools

TEC/NOT/067 IENA and iNET-X packet payload formats
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